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Course XV Senior
David Ness Awarded
Rhodes Scholarship
MIT Senior David N. Ness
was recently awarded one of
thirty-two Rhodes Scholarships
extended to American students.
The scholarship provides for
two years at Oxford University
in England with an annual stipend of 750 pounds in addition
to
securing
admission t o
Oxford for the
recipients. Ness is
currently .i n
Course XV at
MIT and plans
David N. Ness
to study subjects in Philosophy, Politics,
and Economics, leading to a
B.A. degree in that course. His
distant plans are uncertain but
may include graduate studies at
MIT's School of Industrial Management.
Ness's activities at the Institute include tennis, the presidency of Phi Gamma Delta,
chairmanship of the Course XV
Student-Faculty Committee, and
presidency of the Industrial
Management Association. His
scholastic average is approximately 4.7.
Rhodes Scholarships were established in the will of Cecil
Rhodes, the first Scholars having been chosen in 1904. Presently the program provides for
the selection of thirty-two students from the United States
and thirty-five from the British
Commonwealth. The selection
procedure for American students
is based on an eight-district
system with six or seven states
in each district. The applicant
may apply in his resident state
or in the state of his schooling.
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Distinguished MIT Alumnus
And Canadian Statesman Dies

The
Tech
Vol. 80 No. 39
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5 Cents

Chemistry Head Honored

Arthur C.Cope Named ACS Pres.

The Right Honorable Clarence Decatur Howe '07, distinguished Canadian statesman, died in Montreal on December 31.
Mr. Howe was a prominent MIT alumnus and a member of the
Corporation, having been elected a Life Member in 1958.
Mr. Howe graduated in Civil Engineering, and after a brief
stay on the civil engineering staff he joined the faculty of Dalhousie University as a Professor of Civil Engineering.
He was elected to the Canadian House of Commons in 1935
as a member of the Liberal Party and in the following decades
turned his energies to the economic and political development of
Canada. At various times during his public career he held the
offices of Minister of Railways and Canals, Minister of Marine,
Minister of Transport, Minister of Munitions and Supply, Minister
of Reconstruction and Supply, and Minister of Trade and Commerce. As Minister of Defense he was responsible for the coordination of Canada's wartime industries during World War II.
Mr. Howe retired from politics in 1957 to a post as Chancellor of Dalhousie University.

Professor Arthur C. Cope,
head of the MIT Department
of Chemistry, took office January Ist as President of the
Society.
Chemical
American
Professor Cope is internationally known for his research in
organic chemistry. He has made
important contributions in the
field of chemical mechanisms,
structure of antibiotics and
other pharmaceutically active
men's room in the same hall.
compounds, and chemical warBy John E. Smith, Jr. '61
There were no observers present
fare agents.
Upon investigation of a com- when this damage was done.
Awarded ACS Prize
In light of these events, the
In 1944, Dr. Cope won the plaint concerning damages done
American
Chemical
Society in the east hall of the first floor Institute Committee Judicial
Award in Pure Chemistry. This of Baker House during the Club Committee takes the following
prize is given for work of un- Latino party of November 12, action: The individual concerned
usual merit by an individual on 1960, the Institute Committee is ordered to pay for the dam-Professor Arthur C. Cope, Head of the threshold of his career.
Judicial Committee found that ages, and he will be on Judicial
the Department of Chemistry.
Dr. Cope was Chairman of the the conduct of the individual re- Committee probation until he
I ACS Board of Directors in 1960, sponsible was something less graduates from the Institute.
The Committee has decided to
chairman of the ACS Division of I than desirable.
During the course of the eve- withhold the name of the indiOrganic Chemistry and of the
Society's Northeastern Section. ning the individual concerned, in vidual.
This complaint was heard by
He is a member of the American Baker House to attend the Club
Association for the Advance- Latino party, went into the east the Institute Committee Judicial
ment of Science, the National hall of the first floor. He was Committee because the individuThe Technology Catholic Club Academy of Sciences, the Amer- observed by several residents of al responsible was not a dormiwill present The Dancemakers ican Academy of Arts and Sci- Baker House removing light tory resident. The Committe
in a program of modern danc- ences, Sigma Xi, Alpha Chi Sig- bulbs and smashing them feels that when a person enters
ing entitled "Dance '61" on Sat- ma, Phi Kappa Phi, Phi Lambda against the walls. When asked another living group as a guest,
urday, January 14, at 8:30 p.m. Upsilon, Gamma Alpha, and to stop this and leave he was he is responsible for the observrather offensive to the residents ance of the rules and normal
in Kresge Auditorium at MIT. Sigma Nu.
The Dancemakers group was II Professor Cope received his concerned. The individual was standards of behavior of that
formed in June of 1959 by Mar- B.S. degree from Butler Univer- under the influence of alcohol at living group. In future breaches
Gunther Conradi, a technical tha Baird, modern dance in- sity in 1929, and his Ph.D. de- the time the incident occurred. of conduct of this nature, this
assistant in the Department of structor at Pine Manor Junior gree from the University of
During the same evening sim- Committee will tend to be less
ilar damage was done to a lenient in its actions.
Metallurgy, died accidentally on College in Wellesley, and is af- Wisconsin in 1932.
December 23 by electrocution in filiated with the Dance Circle of
a laboratory in Building 35.
Boston. Members of the Group
Conradi was a night student are Gus Solomons, Jr., Susan
at Boston University studying .I Kinney,
Mary-Ita
Hoffman,
physics. He was working at the Ruth Emerson, and Martha
time with an electron refining Baird.
chestra which was engaged for this performance
By Dennis Johnson '63
unit used for high temperature
Tickets at $1.50 and $2.00
was greatly responsible for the remarkably
crystal growing for semiconduc- are available from Box 600,
Sunday afternoon, December 18, found Kres- pleasant inton ation and precision throughout the
tors. The equipment carried 420 Memorial Drive, Cambridge ge Auditorium filled to capacity for the MIT
afternoon. Tt he clarity of the tenor voice of
15,000 volts at high current.
39, Mass., or by telephoning Choral Society's presentation of the "Christmas
Blake Stern matched him perUN 4-6900, extension 2902 Oratorio" by J. S. Bach. The size of the audifectly to the part of the Evan(from 9 to 5), and extension ence was an indication of what the audience exgelist. Very fine performances
I2734 (evenings).
were also given by Catherine
pected from the Choral Society, and the magRowe, soprano, Eunice Alberts,
nitude of the applause was an indication that it
Dr. Draper Cited As got what it expected.
alto, Donald Sullivan, tenor, and
The Oratorio is divided into six parts, and
": Paul Matthen, bass. Their proThe following students were
covers the twelve days of the celebration of
fessional interpretation gave a
A Man Of The Year
elected to the Beta Alpha chapChristmas - from Christmas Day to the celX fine effect. The chorus did a
Dr. Charles S. Draper, head ebration
ter of Phi Lambda Upsilon,
Brake Stern
of the Epiphany.
splendid job. Their enunciation
honorary chemical society: Hans Iof the MIT Instrumentation Quotations directly from the
was pleasinglyy clear, and they performed with
Christian Anderson '62, course Laboratory and developer of the Lutheran Scripture, sung by the
professional ccompetence. Although the altos
V; Henry A. Becker G, X; Don- Iinertial guidance system for in- Evangelist and the solo soprano,
were occasion ially overpowered too much, the
ald E. Buzzelli G, X; Roy A. Itercontinental b a 11 i s t i c mis- bring forth responses from the
general balancce was admirable.
I
was feaChin '61 X; Stephen Chwastiak sles,
Though at * the beginning of the program
other soloists and the chorus.
G, III; Paul M. Cox '61, X; Itured on the
the dynamic ccontrast of the chorus as a whole
The familiar words, "Now it
John M. Deutch '61, X; John cover of Time
came to pass in those days ... "
was non-existeent, they soon warmed up to sing
W. Frankenfeld G, V; Henry L. Imagazine as
with rather goood expression.
take on a new beauty when
Gabelnick '61, X; Grady W. Har- one of the
coupled with the music from
Much credit is owed to Klaus
scienris '61, X; Stanley Herzog G, world
Donald Sullivan
Bach's pen.
Liepmann, the conductor whose
X; Berton M. Lapidus G, X; tists named as
Although the individual pieces in this work
knowledge and feeling for the
George Lukas G, V; James L. Men of the
lack the melodiousness of those in Handel's
"Christmas 0 r a t o r i o " was
C. Stark Draper "Messiah", they contain a power and spirit
Manganaro '61, X; John W. Year.
transmitted flawlessly through
-which generally surpasses that other great
Nestor, Jr. G, X; Thomas L.
his baton to all the performPopper G, V; Arie Ram G, X; I The Institute's telephone sys- composition.
Bach has incorporated many
ers amassed on the stage of
Philip A. Ruziska '62, X; Rob- tem has 2800 extensions.
styles of music in the "Christmas Oratorio". One t
Kresge. The glory of the conert S. Slott G, X; Jay E. Sobel
effect very noticeable is beautiful duet, trio, and
cert far outshone its small flaws,
'61, X; Jon R. Valbert G, X;
The Institute's telephone sys- quartet work among the soloists.
and it left the audience with an
and Stephen F. Zabielski, Jr. tem is larger than that of the
The work was scored for chorus, soloists, orinimitable feeling for the Christ'61, X.
chestra, and organ. The entirely professional orCatherine Rowe mas season.
Iaverage town.

Student On Probation

JudComm Takes Action On Baker House Incident

Gus Solomons '61
Featured Dancer In
"Dance'61"Program

Technical Assistant
Dies In Laboratory

Choral Society's "Christmas Oratorio" Success

Phi Lambda Upsilon
Elects New Members
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Aliens Must Register

_
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Foreign students are reminded that during January all aliens must report their address
to the United States Government.
Address report card (Form I
I-53) is obtainable at any United
- States Post Office or the Boston office of the US Immigra6 tion and Naturalization Serv- ice, Room 406, Diab Bldg., J.r!
< Tremont Street, Boston.
All non-citizens are required
to comply with this law; failure
E
to do so may result in fine, im- prisonment, or deportation.
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WHY PAY MORE?
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ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS have unequalled opportunities at Garrett's
AiResearch Los Angeles Division due to the company's expanding, long-range program in electronics, including recent contracts for the F-104 and B-70 electronic
flight data systems. Typical electronics subjects: analog computers, transistorized
circuitry, solid state transistorized conversion systems for high speed generators, and
analog to digital conversion.
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AiResearch Division

Los Angeles, Califorria

Phoenix, Arizona
6-··o0*0@ooeooeoeoo

Accessory power systems for missiles
Complete air conditioning and pressurization systems for aircraft
Cryogenic liquid fueled power systems for manned
space vehicles
AC and DC motors and generators (60, 400 and
3200 cycle equipment)
Complete environmental control systems for space
vehicles
Electronic flight data systems for aircraft and underwater applications
Advanced heat transfer systems
Long range studies on environmental requirements
for space travel
High speed turbines, compressors and fans
* Most of the theoretical and analytical work, both
independent of and supporting product development work, is performed by a separate Preliminary Design Group.
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Nuclear power conversion systems for space
Small gas turbine engines (30 to 850 hp) for military and commercial aviation, missile support
and industrial use
Pneumatic, hydraulic and electromechanical systems and controls for aircraft and missiles
Solar power conversion systems for space
Cryogenic control systems
Jet aircraft air turbine starters, alternators and constant speed drive-starter units
Commercial and industrial turbine powered
equipment
Air turbine motors
Positive displacement air motors
New products research
* As in Los Angeles, the Phoenix Preliminary Design
Group conducts the majority of the theoretical
and analytical work of the division.

* Make an appointment now to see the Garrettinterviewers coming

to your campus. For more information, see the booklet "The Garrett
Corporationand Engineering Careers"

STOWE'S GREAT SKI DORM

Warm, casual, glowing with good companionship, the Round Hearth's the
lodge to rest and refresh yourself.
Hearty fare, dancing, relaxing around
the famous circular fireplace-it adds
up to fun! Only $6.25 a day with two
meals, $40 a week. Write for folder or
Tel. STOWE, Vt., ALpine 3-7223.
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o is conducted
Garrett is one of ·
the most diversiTThurs.- Fri.-through small
fied research, enproject groups
gineering and
a7where
personal
satisfaction is
manufacturing
·
8···~·0·····8····~·8~8·r
readily
achieved
v0
organizations in
aircraft, missile, space and specialized
and the opportunities for recognition and
industrial fields.
advancement are at a maximum.
The two AiResearch divisions, Los
Company benefits include coqnpanyAngeles and Phoenix, are pioneers and
paid-for advanced education, medical and
have long been leaders in supplying comretirement plans.
plete systems and components for these
Orientation Program - To help you
fast-moving industries.
select a job an eight-month orientation
For the engineer or scientist at Garrett,
program is available which will acquaint
assignments are extremely interesting and
you with various laboratory, preliminary
design and development activities.
products are highly engineered. Work

Open Daily From
7:00 A.M.-9:30 P.M.

~
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Also physicists, mathematicians,- aeronautical,
electrical and chemical engineers

LAsell 7-9331
DEcatur 2-7534
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Specialized Service
On All Makes
Scooter Storage
320 Watertown St.
Newton 58, Mass.
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FARCO SCOOTERS INC.
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21 Harrison Ave. - HA 6-4210
Superb Chinese and Polynesian
Cuisine * Exotic Island Drinks
Lush Tropical Atmosphere
Moderate Prices
Authentic Luaus
From $5 Per Person
Facilities for Private Parties
Catering Service, Take-out Orders
I I a.m.-3 a.m. daily and Sunday
American Express, Carte Blanche

---
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Howard Hillman, Student Rep.
LA 3-6100
I
Other Flights: Chicago & Florida

i
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AiResearch Divisions will be on campus to interview

CALIFORNIA
Round Trip Air Fare Plus Tax
FROM 5160 to $206
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THE GARRETT CPORP

MIT will be featured as the
cover story in the February issue of Fortune magazine.
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at your engineeringplacementoffice

9851 S. SEPULVEDA BLVD..

LOS ANGELES 45. CALIFORNIA
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AIRESEARCH
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(Author of"I Was a Teen-age Dwarf', "The Many
Loves of Dobie Gillis", etc.)
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1961: YEAR OF DECISION
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in turn is connected to the Atlantic Ocean. You start dragging
Lake Michigan to Phoenix and, willy-nilly, you'll be dragging
I all that other stuff too. This would make our B3ritish allies
terrihly cross, and I can't say as I blame them. I mean, put
yourself in their place. What if, for example, you were a British
workingman who had been saving and scrimping all year for a
summer holiday at Brighton Beach, and then when you got to
Brighton Beach there wasn't any ocean?"There you'd be with your
inner tube and snorkel and nothing to do all day but dance the
Lambeth Walk. This, you may lbe sure, would not make you
NATO-lninded!
I appeal most earnestly to the residents of Chicago and
Phoenix to reconsider. I know it's no bowl of cherries going
through life without ever seeing an iguana or a frostbite, but I
ask you-Chicagoans, Phoenicians-is it too big a price to pay
for pireserving'the unity of the free world? I am sure that if
you search your hearts you will make the right decision, for
all of us-whether we live in frostbitten Chicago, iguana-ridden
Phoenix, or narrow-lapelled New Haven-are first and foremost
Americans!
But I digress. We were speaking of 1961, our new year. And
new it is! There is, for one'thing, new pleasure in Marlboro
Cigarettes. How can there be new pleasure in Marlboros when
that fine, flavorful blend, that clean easy draw filter, have not
been altered? The answer is simple: each time you light a
Marlboro, it is like the first time. The flavor is such that age
cannot wither nor custom stale. Marlboro never palls, never
jades, never dwindles into dull routine. Each pack, each
cigarette, each puff, makes you glad all over again that you are
a Marlboro smoker!
So, Marlboros in hand, let us march confidently into 1961.
May good fortune attend our ventures! May happiness reign!
May Chicago and Phoenix soon recover from their disappointment and join our bright cavalcade into a brave tomorrow!
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unaware of the literary and intellectual world of
the humanities. C. P. Snow, a British scientist
and novelist who last month gave the Godkin
Lectures at Harvard, discusses this problem in
general in his recent publication The Twvo Cultir'es and the Scientific Revolution, a book which
MIT men would be well-advised to read. The
lack of communication and vague sense of distrust between us and our Harvard counterparts
is mutual, he maintains. We would submit that
the denizens of the scientific world, in particular the MIT denizens, are somewhat better acquainted with the world of the humanists than
they are with ours. An MIT man ma)y have read
and understood a Shakespearean play, but ask
someone who has had a "good liberal arts education" to explain the Second Law of Thermodynamics to you. But we are not excused. Our
knowledge is still trifling; the gap, abysmal.
MIT tries, in a vague, general way, to puncture the insulation, to bring us to an awareness
of "the other culture". It is an improvement
relative to the school's past, but hardly enough.
The general aim exists, as set forth in the General Catalogue; but too frequently the policy of
broad education is not implemented by the instructors who are in daily contact with the undergraduates.
The spirit of the humanities does not have
a general toehold outside MIT classrooms. Indeed, this may be the key. MIT seeks to educate "whole men"; a number of (very good) humanities courses are instituted over the years.
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The world, in the midst of the Scientific
Revolution, needs scientists and engineers conversant with more than the technicalia of their
own fields, says Snow. They must be able to see
themselves in historical context, to have some
idea of the relationship of their world to the
world of the humanities.
Such men are not produced by writing a
"humanities requirement" of eight courses into
the curriculum. This is a start, but nothing more
than that. A different atmosphere from the one
that now prevails outside the classroom is necessary. Somehow the man who is uninterested in
a history or a philosophy course must become the
odd stick, not the reverse.
As one of the most respected sources of technically and scientifically educated men, MIT will
be expected to produce the sort of scientist and
engineers Snow describes. It is not doing so now.

Why?
just for the sake of completeness, we wish to
note that on the Thursday before vacation, the
Athletic Board passed the motion that the
Intramural Council had wisely defeated the week
before. Yes, you guessed it, all men on intercollegiate teams are to be denied participation
in all intramural games, except with written
permission of the proper coach.
We are convinced that in so doing the Athletic Board acted contrary to the best interests of
the MIT student body; we have defended this
point of view in print on four separate occasions in the past. Our opposition was voiced
early and often. Then too, a vote, on December 3, of fraternity presidents speaking for their
houses (the living groups most directly concerned) revealed a 26-2 sentiment against the
measure.
In the face of this antipathy we feel
the Athletic Board owed (and still owes)
MIT Undergraduate Association, a public
planation of its reason(s) for passing
measure.
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Techmen, responding as Techmen, treat them
as just what they are: courses. Like thermodynamics and calculus, to be taken and hopefully,
passed. And then, along with any of the rest
of his courses which have not impinged sharply
on his existence, have not "come home" to
him, to be forgotten.
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The makers of Marlboro and of the new unfiltered king-size
PhilipMorris Commanderjoin Old Max in adding their good
wishes for a happy and Peaceful 1961.
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-The Present and Future MIT Man

Well sir, here we are in 1961, which shows every sign of being
quite a distinguished year. First off, it is the only year since I
Coming back to MIT after a vacation is
1951 which begins and ends with the Figure 1. Of course, when
rather like crawling back into a cocoon for most
it comes to Figure l's, 1961, though distinguished, can hardly
of us. The process of insulating oneself away
compare with 1911, which, most people agree, had not just two,
from everything but quizzes, problem sets, and
but three Figure l's! This, I'll wager, is a record that will stand
labs usually takes but a short while.
for at least two hundred years!
1911 was, incidentally, notable for many other things. It
As MIT students, so cognizant of so many
was, for example, the year in which the New York Giants played
things in our own respective fields, we somehow
the Philadelphia Athletics in the World Series. As we all know,
manage at the same time to be totally unaware in
the New York Giants have since moved to San Francisco and
a number of other, more important ways.
the Philadelphia Athletics to Kansas City. There is a movement
Techmen as a rule choose to be unaware of
afoot at present to move Chicago to Phoenix-the city, not the
their standing relative to other science and engibaseball team. Phoenix, in turn, would of course move to
neering students in this country. They have a
Chicago. It is felt that the change would be broadening for
residents of both cities. Many Chicago folks, for example, have
strong tendency to tie their entire outlook and
never seen an iguana. Many Phoenix folks, on the other hand,
frame of mind to the present level of their cum,
have never seen a frostbite.
dooming themselves to a perennially unhappy
There are, of course, certain difficulties attending a municipal
existence if their grades are not what they
shift of this size. For instance, to move Chicago you also have
"should" be. These men would be better adto move Lake Michigan. This, in itself, presents no great probvised to spend less time in the pursuit of
lem, what with modern scientific advances like electronics and
"grades" as such, and more in the pursuit of
the French cuff. But if you will look at your map, you will find
knowledge.
that Lake Michigan is connected to all the other Great Lakes,
which in turn are connected to the St. Lawrence Seaway, which
MIT students tend for the most part to be
i
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Pistol Team Splits 2 Matches

Icemen Are Defeated
By Colgate And UMass.

Tech's pistol team opened its five-meet intercollegiate season
in the week before vacation, downing the University of MassachuThe varsity hockey team
setts and losing to Army. The totals read Army 1398, MIT 1299, Idropped its last two games be, fore the vacation, losing to ColUMass 1275.
b ---Six men fired for Tech, and gate, 9-4, on Briggs Rink and
'i
i
ten for Army, with five scor- falling at the University of
Unusual
Carribean vacation
ing. The meet leader was Massachusetts, 4-2. The losses
spot on 6 acre family owned
UMass' Fritz, a top contender brought the season mark to one
island. Excellent swimming, sailfor national honors.
win, two defeats and one game
ing, skin diving with aqua-lung,
In Greater Boston Pistol (New Hampshire) cancelled due
island-exploring, beachcombing.
League competition, the Tech to snow.
UI
Coftage accommodations with
squad is second to the MIT
The predominantly at-home
Faculty team in B division.
central
schedule resumes tomorrow with
dining
facilities.
ReaI
Coast Guard will fire the WPI here at 7 p.m. Last year
sonable rates to attract proTechmen at the Armory tomor- Tech downed WPI twice. Folfessional families. For informarow, and Navy will shoot here lowing an away game at Amtion air mail Marina Cay,
next
Saturday. Another match herst Wednesday, Pennsylvania
LL
British Virgin Islands or telewith Coast Guard is scheduled invades the Tech rink next Friphone EL 4-5443.
in February before the section- day in the last game before the
------- -----------I-i
I
; als at West Point February 18. term break.
I
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Bowdoin Nips Cagers, 71-6.
Two Home Games Next Wee
By Edward M. Schneider '62 the play but committing an
healthy number of fouls.
As its foul shooting goes, so I With Dave Koch '62 hitti
goes the MIT basketball team. Tech moved out to a 49-43 iThe Engineers dropped their with seven minutes gone in
third in a row, to Bowdoin, be- second half. A minute lat
fore the Christmas holidays, af- when Chuck Gamble '62 swis}
ter falling apart on the free- a running push shot, the En
throw line.
neers had a seven point ie
In the first half, Tech was The tables turned. MIT miseleven for eleven from the foul five foul shots in a row wline. Phil Robinson's '62 twen- Bowdoin hit from all corners.
ty-foot push shot with seven
With two and one-half m
seconds left in the half gave utes left, it was knotted at
MIT a 37-36 edge. It was a all, and Bowdoin pulled away
real battle in the opening min- a 71-65 lead as the buzzer sour
utes with Bowdoin controlling ed. Tech was only eight for I
teen from the foul line in
second half. Koch had sevente
points while Tom Burns
chipped in with sixteen.
MIT will try to start the nyear off right as they travel
Coast Guard tomorrow, wUnion and Lowell Tech in
games on Tuesday and Thu.
day nights.

Squash Team Is Beate
By Visiting Army, 7The varsity squash tea
bowed to Army in pre-vacatiI activity, 7-2. Captain Fa;
Saad '61 provided specta:c
with the most excitement of t
evening, edging West Poin'
Boss, 3-2. Prank Labouisse
scored the other Tech victor
Also in action for MIT we
Loutfy Elsherbiny '61, Georf
Meyer '62, Ravi Sikri '62, B
Rapaport '62, Joe Strutt '62, P
ter Svahn '63 and Matthe
Lind '63.
I

'53 Ford. Excellent Condition. R & H. Must Sell.
$240 or best offer. Call
EL 4-2270

STU'S EXPLAINING HOW MACHINES WILL

.-

.--

------

SOME DAY "OUTTALK'" PEOPLE
"Stu" Smith graduated from Southern Cal
with a powerful yen for excitement. His kind of
excitement-Engineering.
He got what he bargained for (and a little
more) when he joined Pacific Telephone. One of
Stu's early assignments was to find out how
existing Long Distance networks could be used
to pipeline high speed "conversations" between
computers in distant cities.
The fact that he did a fine job did not go
unnoticed.
Today, four years after starting his telephone career, Senior Engineer Stuart Smith
heads a staff of people responsible for telegraph
and data transmission engineering in the huge

~------

i

i
I

Los Angeles area. As a pioneer in this new data
transmission field Stu predicts data processing
machines will some day do more Long Distance
"talking" than people.

MORE SUN
i

Stu contacted 12 other companies before joining Pacific Telephone. "I don't think there's any
limit to where a man can go in the telephone
business today. Of course, this isn't the place for
a guy looking for a soft touch. A man gets all the
opportunity he can handle right from the start.
He's limited only by how well and how fast he
can cut it."

I

MORE SNOW

If Stu's talking about the kind of opportunity
you're looking for, just visit your Placement Office
for literatureand additional information.
OF THE EAST

For folders, information or
reservations, write lodge
of your choice or Box CG,
Stowe Area Association,
Inc., Stowe. Vermont.

"Our number one aim is to have in al
management jobs the most vital, intelli
gent, positive and imaginative men w,e
can possibly find."

j
BlrasPI·

FREDERICK R. KAPPEL, President

American Telephone &Telegraph Co

I

. BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
i_ 1LI
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Coeds See Action
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Fencing with Cornell
s
7:30 p.m.
i
Rifle (F) at Northeastern
II
The last Friday before vacation saw the MIT Rifle Team Tomorrow, January 7
II
defeat an old nemesis, Northeastern, by a score of 1426 to 1395
Fencing with Trinity 2 p.m.
-'
at the home range. The range was graced by the presence of two I Squash with Williams 2 p.m.
I
for
performances
creditable
Northeastern Coeds who turned in
Swimming with Coast Guard
II
Itheir team. Scott Draper, also of Northeastern, had the top inII C2 p.m.
New
England
last
year's
of
290.
Nevertheless,
score
dividual
& the FOGGY MOUNTAIN BOYS I
7 p.m.
Hockey with WPI
i z
League and Greater Boston League champions had been hard hit
Track at Northeastern and
Sat., Jan. 14
II 0Tickets:
HALL
JORDAN
by graduations and were soundly defeated. The top MIT shooters
Tufts (V&F)
8:30 P.M.
$3.50, 2.80, 2.20
KE 6-2412
were Bob Clark '63, 289; Steve Smith '62, 286; and Richard
Basketball at Coast Guard
-I---- --------- _Vo-0
Ludeman '63, 285.
(V&F)
Latest tabulations show MIT leading the 16 team New Eng- Tuesday, January 10
J
,
,,
-----------1--land League with an undefeated record and a high team average
Basketball with Union
of 1423. Tech men also hold six of the top twenty places in in8:15 p.m.
dividual averages and several
Wednesday, January 11
others are close behind.
Squash with Amherst (V&F)
I
After a two week vacation
7 p.m.
lapse, serious practice is now
Swimming with Wesleyan
a,
underway to prepare for the
LQ
(F&V)
7 and 8:30 p.m.
can
30
age
a
man
Yes,
(D
Naval Academy match on JanI
Wrestling at Coast Guard
n'
Savings
uary 17 and a series of seven
of
$5,000
get
(V&F)
The varsity wrestling teamn Hockey at Amherst (V&F)
matches against equally strong
Bank Life 5-Year Rec o m p et i t i on at mid-term. preserved its undefeated status
Fencing (F) at Harvard
Though Navy traditionally has before vacation, whipping Wilnewable Term Insurance for only
Basketball (F) at Phillips
one of the strongest teams in liams, 18-6. Tech won six of the Thursday, January 12
$2.85 monthly. For age 20 it's
the nation, last year at An- eight matches, No pins were reBasketball with Lowell Tech
napolis the midshipmen won by corded.
8:15 p.m.
$2.25; 25, $2.50; 35, $3.45; 40,
Co-captain Dave Latham '61 Friday, January 13
only ten points, 1436 to 1426.
$4.35. Annual dividends reduce
The primitive MIT range scored a 2-0 decision in the 130
Hockey with Pennsylvania
should be quite a shock to the pound class to head the victory.
7 p.m.
these costs even more! Ask for
Navy shooters who are used to Greg Brown '62 maintained his
Squash at Princeton
folder giving rates at your age.
their own fine range of twenty undefeated record with a 5-0 de-_--_
filing points. Though the high- cision in the 147 pound comCAMBRIDGEPORT SAVINGS BANK
WANTED
est MIT team effort this year petition.
(Right in Central Sq.)
Nor1429
against
has been a
MIT students to wear our tuxeCambridge, Mass.
Also scoring victories for
wich, individual scores show a
dos at all your proms. Brookwere sophomores Jim
potential considerably higher, Tech
Phone UN 4-5271
and prospects for a victory ae. Evans 137 (7-6), John Sullivan
line Formal Wear, 392 Harvard
157 (6-1), Tom Gerrity 167 (5-2)
goodl.
Street, Brookline - AS 7-1312.
and Mike Williams 177 (5-0).
-----Defeated for the home squad
LaPrade '62 inA the unJoe ,]
Didwee
How They
B98w They
Did
I-;+-I'
--

Riflemen Extend Victory Streak
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LESTER
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SCRUGGS and FLATT
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$2.85 Gets $5,000

Wrestlers In 18-6

Win Over W illiams
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Hockey
Colgate 9 MIT 4
UMass 4 MIT 2
Rifle
MIT 1426, Northeaster n 1395
Pistol
Arlmy 1398 MIT 1299
UMass 1275
Squash
Army 7 MIT 2
Basketball
Bowdoin 71 MIT 65
Wrestling
MIT 18 Williams 6
I- I
_ I
I
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grappling
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ana

Ivlack

Harris '63 in the 123 pound
match.
In their only test this month
the matmen travel to Coast
Guard Wednesday.
r

WHY PAY $$$
PANTS CUFFED
AND PRESSED

FACULTY, STUDENTS AND STAFF
OF M I. T.
M.I.T.
MAY PTRCWHASE
,'-" .. .... A.V....""-"
At Wholesale Prices

I

...

I

AT SAM'S

i

2078 Mass. Ave. at Walden St.
EL 4-0380 - FREE PARKING
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ENGINEERS--BS, MS, Ph.D degrees in BE, ME, MET for

CORP.
-up~gek~:
tN Wl11
E'wI:9RClAFT:
I
rvi-eW - -on

rt iisylvanuia
with

flEAR
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760x15
800xl5

$1461

750x14 /

$163'9

710xl5

$1230

$900

with Tyrex

670x15

$1125

710x15

C&OOD^IEAR

Tyrex

$084

$1962

TUBE LESS

$1167

800x5 ( $950o

$1360

800x14
850xi4

$148"

$1859

750x14

800x14
850xl4

a$18z
$1997

*PLUS TAX

TAN INCLUDED

PLUS RECA.PPALE TIRE VOR ADDITIONAL $2.00

PLUS RECAPPABLE TIRE OR ADDITIONAL $2.00

FREE TIRE MOUNTING

SCIENTISTS--BS, MS, Ph.D degrees in Physics, EE, ME
I for challenging new study programs in Missiles & Space
I
systems, Electron Beam Technology and our Research
Laboratories.
....

Every Tire and Tube Unconditionally Guaranteed, Regardless of Time or Mileage
(ADJUSTMENT PRORATED ON TREAD DEPTH USED, BASEDON CURRENT PRICE)
*TYREXis . Certified Trad.-MarE of Vs,coSaTire Corp.

CAMBRIDGE TIRE COMPANY

i

i

Comoletee Stock

I
"I'-.

A typical project under development: the air induction and environmental systems for the B-70 bomber.
-1

-
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WHITE WAlS - 1t00 ADDmOWAL

career positions in analytical, design and deoutstanding
velopment engineering.

-
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First Quality

760x15
iI

REQUIRED

NEWI

Suburbfnite

640x15
670x15

I8C

1961 DESIGN

Town &Country

GOOD

I
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OR

HAMLTON:STANDARD

I
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RETREADS
First Quality
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ENiINEERS-SCIENTISTS

I
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IDENTIFICATION
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Wholesale Distributors

Foreign and

290 ALBANY STREET

Sport Car Sizes

(Off Mass. Ave. Near M. I. T.1

MEMBER OF
NATIONAL TIRE DEALERS
AND RETREADERS

*

CAMBRIDGE 39, MASS.
UNivorsity 4.7575

(Nearly half a century of service)
Established 1915

HOURS - 7:30 A.M. to 6:00 P.M.
Saturday: 7:30 A.M. to 4:00 P.M.

Member

Cambridge
LChamber of
Commerce

I

% Ten Students Participate
Russian Drm Set Up In Atkinson

Russian Dorm Set Up InAtkinson

Houser Gets Life
Theodore V. Houser, retired
chairman of the board of Sears,
Roebuck and Company, has
been appointed a Life Member
of the Corporation of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Mr. Houser is joining a
group of distinguished national
leaders in business, industry,
and education who are serving
as Life Members.

Ten second year Russian students have formed the first
language dormitory at MIT on third floor Atkinson. The deSamuel Bluestein Co.
-o velopment of fluency in verbal Russian is aided by their faculty
DE I sl7
School-Engineering Supplies:
3[
- advisor, Mr. David Perlmutter.
Ask About Student Discount
Almost in Russia
1080 Boylston St., Boston
HOUSE of ROY
The purpose of the group is "to live in Russian." In the
CO 7-1102
OPEN DAILY FROM
M TO 2 A.M.
345 Main St., MaIden
FoodP. Up T. T.o. o.h
dormitory the students converse and joke in Russian. Daily
DA
TYLERI STREET BOSTON It MASS
DA 2-231 5 _
_-231
. Mr. Perimutter places dialogues of important conversational
-idioms in certain unavoidable
places. Most of the signs, maps,
I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~II.
and wall decorations are in Russian or concern Russian culture.
In addition to regular school
Russian the group has learned
LL
a complete vocabulary of RusILU sian obscenities so that all aspects of living can be carried on
I
!-- normally.
Like many serious language
students, they have a keen desire to visit the country in which
the language is spoken. Most of
the members have tentative
plans to visit Russia in the near
future. One of the ultimate
goals of the language dorm is
an exchange studentship with
Russia. A student exchange
program of this type is already
in effect at Harvard and Columbia.
This is the first year that MIT
has had a language dormitory,
and as such it is somewhat of an
experiment. The group hopes
that it will be able to continue
and expand the program next
year. There is a definite possibility that language living
groups in other languages-will
be formned in the n'ear future.
The students have developed a
keen interest in everything Russian. One of their favorite pastimes is singing Russian folksongs to the accompaniment of
a guitar. Some of the .students
have even obtained records of
Russian folksongs.
Recently Miss Joan Barth
spoke informally to the group
on her experiences in Russia.
Miss Barth, a participant in the
1959 American Exhibition to
Russia, was accused by the Soviets of having recruited RusYou are cordially invite ad to attend a private interviE
staff to participate in the initiation of advanced
sian youths as American spies.
a Specia I Representative of Lockheed I
technological developments.
I
_
and Space Division. Objective: to pursue
Further, Lockheed strongly encourages conF~
Cut out and save
interests by examining the almost limitle.
tinuing education and advanced degree work,
_
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BRATTLE

Theatre

TR 6-4226 Harvard Square
I Today and tomorrow

Peter Sellers in
"YOUR PAST
IS SHOWING"
with Terry-Thomas

I

also W. C. Fields comedy
January 8-14

Henri Vidal
Mylene Demongeot
"A KISS FOR A KILLER"
January 15-21

Laurence Harvey
"EXPRESSO BONGO"
January 22-28

August Strindberg's
I
"OF LOVE AND LUST"
Two stories
with brilliant Swedish casts
-And
watch for:
"Diary of a Country Priest"
"The Would-Be Gentleman"
Renoir's "Rules of the Game"

I

Shows daily at
5:30
7:30
9:30
Matinees, Saturdays
and Sundays at 3:30
--
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of endeavor being investigated at Lockl
Lockheed Missiles and Space Divi
Sunnyvale and Palo Alto, California, on t
beautiful San Francisco Peninsula, is co]
probing all the sciences related to missi
space projects. These cover the complet
trum-from human engineering througl
tial mechanics-providing a fasci
challenge to those whose interests lay
the ordinary day-to-day job.
Lockheed is the systems manager for tt
POLARIS FBM, and the Air Force DISCO'
MIDAS and SAMOS satellite programs,
ing some of the nation's most imports
sophisticated programs. As one of the
organizations of its kind, Lockheed Missi
Space Division is able to provide thE
technical equipment available; for exam
Sunnyvale facility houses one of the mo
ern computing centers in the world. An
opportunity is given members of the te

Loakheed /
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ENGINEEIRS
. CIENTISTS
S

maintaining two programs in their support.
Lockheed's Tuition Reimbursement Program
remits seventy-five percent of the tuition for
approved courses taken by professional and
technical people who are working full time. The
Graduate Study Program permits selected engineers and scientists of outstanding scholarship
and professional potential to obtain advanced
degrees at company expense while employed
on research assignments.

SPECIAL
CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
will be held

i

FEB. 8 AND 9
See your placement office for details

q
1l

II.

II

I ,

U.S. citizenship or existing Department of
Defense industrial security clearance required.

MISSILES AND SPACE DIVISION

SUNNYVALE, PALO ALTO, VAN NUYS, SANTA CRUZ, SANTA MARIA, CALIF. * CAPE CANAVERAL, FLA. * HAWAII
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